468
5-TOM

(on to 495)

-

1mg (0.5mg 10:43AM 7/28/81, ATS) + 0.5mg @ [1:20] [1:50] aware? nothing.

-

2mg ATS 9:30AM 7/29/81 nothing. irritable in afternoon.

-

6mg AP 12:05PM 8/3/81 4mg nothing; @[1:10] +2mg nothing. good spirits.

+

10mg ATS 9:25AM=[0:00] 8/5/81 [1:00] aware [1:30] ± or more [2:00] to a +,
quite distinct, but no assignable character, neither encouraging nor
discouraging. [3:00] still aware [5:00] clear. no stimulation, no C.V. On
slowly.

+

12mg AP 11:46AM=[0:00] 8/7/81 [0:40] slight alert - faint stomach upset;
[1:05] definite threshold - vaguely quieting - indications of flake-out destressing [1:30] to a +, quite "hammocky" [2:00] holding, barely + [4:00]
trace [5:00] out

+

18mg ATS 12:50PM 8/8/81 [0:40] aware [1:30] to a +, no more - slightly
positive this time [3:00] still something [5:00] clear. modest plus one.
Contact [with] AP, GC?

±

25mg ATS 12M=[0:00] 7/17/81 ATS [0:40] aware? [1:30] vague aware [2:00] some.
[4:00] -

+.5

35mg ATS 1:10PM=[0:00] 8/24/81 [:30] aware? [1:30] still aware - I feel
'primed' as with MDPR. [2:00] to an honest +, finally again. [3:00] still +,
an honest + or, even 1 1/2+, erotic thoughts, not erectable, valid diversion
from lab work [3:30] still 1 or 1 1/2+ [4:30] dropping slowly [5:00] back to
± at best [6:00] out - modest wine. At plateau, little visual, no eyes
closed, much window. Overall good, benign feeling, minor tremor. Difficulty
in directing attention to objective tasks. Somehow, wanting to share. 1 1/2+

++.5 50mg ATS, AP ≡, 8/28/81 8:50PM=[0:00] [0:30] alerts, both. [1:00] AP much
body, heavy load, little if any mental; ATS more than ±, little body. [1:30]
AP time distortion, some clearing, cold sweat - heavy body - anorexia; ATS to
+ or more. From here to [3:00] develop to well over ++ - easy eyes-closed
fantasy, quite erotic. To lab (turn off HOAc 2-TOM NS) - aware if de-focused
initially to find the point of initiation of a task. ++.5 AP ──> body +++,
mental ++, but able to drive, phone, at +. [3:00-3:40] talk in kitchen, try
typing - no focus - some food (sat uncomfortably) - mandala game - quasi
porn(!) in abstracts. [4:30] still > ++. try art. [5:30] looking at mandalas,
paintings. Still ++ [7:00] probably < 2++, wine, [8:00] ± try sleep. so-so.
AM, [12:00] still maybe ±, but together. Energetic. AP. flaked. [15:00]
absolute baseline. Overall ++.5 Heavy in, rich out. Good dosage.

